Golden Beach
Unrestrained entertainment…without disturbing
An essential destination for evening entertainment enthusiasts, Golden Beach is
a very trendy club on the Ligurian Riviera…better still, on the Ligurian beach,
considering it is located precisely on the Albissola coast in the area occupied in
the daytime by the homonymous beach establishment. Fabulous entertainment
and quality music…but without disturbing the sleep of quieter citizens, thanks to
a clever audio project based on directivity whose modes and practical side were
defined by Audio Effetti and Grisby Music.
Golden Beach in Albissola was the first disco in Liguria to comprehend
the potential of a location such as the beach, says Carlo Macri, (chairman
of company Mivida S.r.l., owner of Golden Beach), together with partners
Silvio Giannullo, Giacomo Canale and Giancarlo Dulgione. In addition to
the undeniable aesthetic value of this choice and the pleasure of dancing
among friends close to the sea, there are however certain problems tied
to the nearby homes located along the promenade. In the end, a disco
generates a lot of “noise” for those not dancing on the dance floor, and
therefore the need to reconcile entertainment and respect for resting
citizens played a fundamental role in the technical choices made by the
owners, which were entrusted as soon as the club was opened to the
skilful hands of Audio Effetti, Grisby Music’s agency for the north west.
Feel the noise!
Participation in discos is often measured in dBs and Golden Beach is no
exception, despite it being an outdoor club located a short distance from
(some 60 m) homes: the system reaches a peak of 110 dBs in the middle
of the floor. Power and courtesy are difficult to reconcile; much planning is
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required, including carefully studying speaker
position and paying great attention to avoid
useless outward dispersion. The solution chosen
was a Meyer Sound system because in addition
to offering the power and superior sound quality
required in a club where music dominates, it also
includes several contrivances for minimizing
disturbance to the town. Among these are the
M3D directional subwoofers with super cardioid
pattern and the opportunity to test the system on
the computer, thus minimizing on-site checks.
“The MAPP Online audio simulation software
available to Meyer Sound clients allows
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performing many tests for positioning
the
diffusors by using a simple CAD map of the
club”, explains Roberto Villa for Audio Effetti.
System management – complicated by the need
to define many different areas – is entrusted to
the Allen & Heath iDR8 digital matrix which was
expanded to increase its outputs. It was
precisely the matrix which allowed using
subwoofers with a cardioid configuration in order
to achieve maximum efficiency and acoustic
pressure only where required (in front of the
subwoofers), and abating the noise in the area
behind the subwoofers themselves by 18-20 dBs
to the advantage of those living in homes closest
to the sea. Indeed low frequencies are
notoriously the most difficult to curb as the
vibrations are transmitted to all types of
structures, but it is precisely this “pounding”
effect generated at high volumes that makes
them the most requested in discos. The results
obtained (inconceivable without the technology
implemented)
immediately
amazed
the
purchaser and also the audience at Golden
Beach. Moreover, even though the system is
directed towards the sea (and therefore in the
direction opposite to the homes) and an in-depth
study was performed on the coverage angles of
the speaker cones, some diffusors were more
exposed. An attempt was made in these specific
cases to reduce the disturbance as much as
possible by positioning sound-absorbing panels
in the back section, concealed with captivating
graphics and calibrated on the medium
frequencies.
The ambience at Golden Beach
The outdoor setting, dancing suitability and
crowding (a capacity of 1,150 people is not just
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mere statistical data) demand a performing
system, but one which is also flexible based on
the different club areas. Indeed, Golden Beach
has a mainly adult audience, works a lot with
reserved tables and private areas under the
gazebos and also operates as a restaurant
offering dinners and aperitifs. The busiest
evenings are Fridays and Saturdays, however
Sundays may offer an apericena (aperitif &
dinner) combined with a cabaret show, and there
are also music evenings with guests the likes of
Sandy Marton or Den Harrow, in addition to wellknown DJs and performers.
So there is the true dance floor (which is
protected by two tensile structures), a restaurant
and bar section semi-covered by canopies, and
the beach zone with the beach establishment’s
gazebos-private
areas,
beach
umbrellas
(closed!) and deckchairs which are used by
customers.
Being able to programme the Allen & Heath
matrix through an Allen & Heath remote control
panel allows the manager to directly select the
music levels wanted for each area during the
different evenings and occasions. PL-10. The
main presets are live cabaret evening, disco
evening and daytime beach; however the same
panel allows the diffusors to be managed
autonomously for specific needs.
The principle of only using the sound pressure
required – and no more – led to the automatism
which, after 2:30 am, progressively and
unnoticeably decreases the volume. The music
automatically stops at 4:20 am and the disco
closes at 5:00 am.
Thrilling lights and video
The attention paid by Golden Beach owners to
using leading technology to the advantage of the
event experienced by the club’s clientele is also
reflected in the choices made in terms of the
lighting and video system. It all started when the
club’s furnishings were renewed: in agreement
with Audio Effetti (SGM Elettronica’s agency for
the north west), the colour white was focused on
because it allows changing the club’s
atmosphere and as a result, communicating
emotions. The choice of the LEDs allowed the
idea to be achieved while combining energy
saving and reducing maintenance. Villa explains,
“Special attention was paid to the lighting
design, which enhances the shapes and club’s
mostly white furnishings and drapes. In the
evening, everything is completely coloured by
LED spotlights.
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The equipment installed includes a dozen SGM
Palco 5 in addition to 12 Anolis RGB with 12
LEDs to colour the palm-tree area, 12 spotlights
to colour the seaside area, 3 laser spotlights by
Laser World (editor’s note, Audio Effetti
distribution) which contribute to creating the
spectacular effect and 6 Robe 170 moving
heads.”
Video was implemented in two steps: the first
was a few years ago when the first giant screen
was installed. Considering the success of the
video content, the following year the owners
installed seven video projectors (back projection,
positioned in airtight boxes) and four plasma
monitors, all connected to AV Comm-Tec’s
powerful video distribution matrix. Material
shown includes video footage of evenings,
advertising images (which contribute to the
club’s revenue thanks to the disco’s popularity)
and contributions made on the spot. A
photographer is present in the evenings to
immortalize the most entertaining moments and
directly stream them on-site to the club screens.”
Waterproof
Needless to say, all equipment installed at
Golden Beach is waterproof: this is the only way
to maintain the efficiency and aesthetical
standards required for a club on the beach.
Upon request, Meyer Sound makes a
“waterproof” version of all diffusor models by
replacing or protecting components. The
spotlights are also all airtight: luckily, the LEDs
require very little maintenance.
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Real time projection of some pictures taken
during the night and lights effects on the white
furnishing and drapes.
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